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You don't have to spend a fortune to find interesting new food destinations, as Eric Gordon of Beyond Times
Square showed me on a trip to New York City. A pizza place from Rome is among his top recommendations.

Dear Friends,
While it has mostly been delicious, homemade meals for us lately, Charlie and I do so enjoy a
decadent dining experience while traveling. Months, even years, after a particularly memorable
meal, I find myself transported back to the table if I catch a similar scent. Other times, it’s not
even an exquisitely set table that accompanies the fare.
Some of the best bites I’ve ever had were the savory arepas on the streets of Bogotá as we
toured the city. A women’s community within the villages of Nepal’s Annapurna mountains
served a dal baht and organic veggies with chicken curry that I still crave.
At Curtain Bluff in Antigua, I devoured the resort’s sinful banana bread at every meal and then
asked to take some home with me, a common request! I just visited New York City with Eric
Gordon from Beyond Times Square, and he had some wonderful new places up his sleeve.
Indian food is one of my favorites so we stopped into Bombay Bread Bar, Chef Floyd Cardoz'
love letter to the glorious food and culture of his native India, served up in the heart of Soho.
So pull up a chair and read on, indulging your
mental appetite with the latest dining news from our DMCs, from Africa to India, Sydney to
Paris. We guarantee you’ll be wanting to make your own reservations as well as those for your
clients.
Fondly,
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NEW YORK CITY

Lasagne for two is one of the signature dishes at Don Angie in the West Village. Photo: Ashley Sears.

Beyond Times Square: Authentic Italian and a Greenpoint Eatery
Firmly entrenched in the comings and goings of the New York City gastronomy scene, Beyond
Times Square recommends three eateries you must know about. First up is Don Angie, serving
Italian food in the West Village. It's operated by a married couple, both veterans of the New
York food scene and Italian themselves. Those in the know flock here for the excellent, original
cuisine and stellar hospitality (for this reason, reservations are highly recommended).
Appetizers such as sea bass crudo and chrysanthemum salad are a delightful prelude to chicken
scarpariello and the luscious lasagna for two.
Straight from the piazzas of Rome comes the pizza at PQR, the newest pie outlet from Angelo
Iezzi, the man who revolutionized pizza-making in Italy. Located on the Upper East Side, this is
his first outpost in New York City. Walk-in diners will be treated to authentic Italian
margheritas, baked potato and rosemary pies and slices topped with Sicilian aubergines.
Finally, Greenpoint, a former industrial area of Brooklyn, has managed to hang onto some of its
industrial past and is home to a few “worth-the-trip” eateries. Chez Ma Tante is one of those
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special places with an interesting menu, convivial bar scene and beautiful people-watching. Just
don't expect French cuisine. The restaurant was named for the storied Montreal hot dog shack
and inspired by the Canadian city's lively food scene. Under the guidance of Canadian-born
Aidan O’Neal and native New Yorker Jake Leiber, the menu features specialties such as chips
with garlicky aioli, pig’s head terrine with sauce ravigote and grilled pork shoulder with salsa
verde and lentils.

COLOMBIA

Bogotá has a taste for juice drinks, as I discovered at the Paloquemao market. Photo: Charlie Williams.

Amakuna: Innovative Foodie Adventures Explore Colombian Cuisine
As one of the world’s most bio-diverse nations, Colombia abounds in flavorsome ingredients, as
I learned on a recent trip. With its headquarters in Medellín and an ear to the ground, specialist
luxury operator Amakuna has developed two new bespoke itineraries to take intrepid
gastronauts to the core of this untapped foodie hotspot.
Colombian Flavors is a ten-night trip to Bogotá, the Amazon and Medellín that begins in
Bogotá’s Paloquemao market, where guests join a noted local chef to gather iconic Colombian
ingredients such as yuca brava and sweet plantain to later transform into a gourmet feast. Next,
sample a selection of the country’s lesser-known flavors such as tucupi, piangua and purple
potatoes from Boyaca at the quirky Mini-Mal, before visiting Ocio, where Alex Sagado’s
obsession with ethnogastronomy sees the culinary traditions of the Amazon’s ethnic groups
evoked. The tour of Bogotá ends at La Candelaria’s Pacifico eateries, where fried fish, tropical
avocados and a tangy juice made from the endemic Borojo fruit found only in Colombia’s
Pacific rainforest are staple features on every menu.
Next comes Leticia in the Amazon, home to many of Colombia’s most exciting flavors. Guests
stay amidst indigenous communities and journey into the forest with local guides in search of
army ants and pirarucu fish! These, along with canangucho fruit, and black ají peppers, are just
a few of the ingredients incorporated into the menu of pioneering restaurant El Cielo, whose
founder spent the best part of a decade learning the recipes and techniques of the surrounding
indigenous tribes. Local delicacies including Amazonian red tree bark, beef-stuffed larvae and
crushed ants are all on the menu for the most adventuresome diners, as well as the chance to
learn how the traditional recipes of these communities are being kept alive.
http://www.icontact-archive.com/f3psQwNUMAqw7xFhsaic4AiVjdhRotM4?w=3
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Over in Medellín, husband and wife duo Carmen Angel and Rob Pevitts are key players in the
new movement with their flagship restaurant Carmen and two others in Cartagena. Guests join
Rob on an excursion to a family-run farm to source key ingredients such the Andean lulo fruit
and tomate de arbol, before joining Carmen in the kitchen to recreate her signature five-course
tasting menu. The itinerary ends at Oci.mde in the trendy Poblado district, where chef Laura
Londoño is making waves with an ever-changing menu of slow-cooked specialties, and whom
Amakuna guests can accompany into the local markets.
Another ten-night itinerary called Beyond the Kitchen includes Cartagena, the Coffee Region
and Bogotá, with a series of environmental and community initiatives from leading chefs. It's
just as interesting and innovative as the first one, so we encourage you to contact us for more
details about this innovative itinerary.

MEXICO AND THE YUCATÁN

Cochinita pibil is a Yucatecan specialty - suckling pig slow roasted underground. Photo: Catherwood Travels.

Catherwood Travels & Private Haciendas: The Yucatán’s Food Culture
The Yucatán is attracting foodies from all around the globe and has been recognized as a region
whose culinary heritage and gastronomic expertise play a major role in defining it as a top
dining destination. The team of Catherwood Travels would, in fact, say that they would find it
nearly impossible to have a bad meal while visiting the area – whether they’re indulging in fine
dining and gastronomic restaurants or indulging in street food.
Local chefs take advantage of their role to show off their lives and their culture to people from
all over the world – a Maya Cultural Ambassador, if you will. It could be in a private hacienda,
or in a hidden cenote, or perhaps in a tiny Maya village, such as Yaxunah – a tunnel of time
where travelers are greeted by the community and learn how farmers are committed to the
harvest of several types of maize and how Maya traditions come with it.
Those who are interested can witness and participate in the whole process of making cochinita
pibil, the iconic dish of the Yucatán – suckling pig with achiote, orange juice, garlic, oregano,
allspice and pepper sauce, all slow roasted over coals while wrapped in a banana leaf.
Enthusiastic foodies will want to explore the reserves, villages, Maya towns and archaeological
sites, where they’ll learn what’s behind such traditional dishes as sopa de lima, pibil pork,
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salbutes and panuchos, just to name a few. The search for good ingredients leads one to farmers,
fishers, foragers … it is the natural and cultural diversity of the Yucatán that sustains its
culinary culture. A Yucatecan chef’s mission is that every meal is exquisite, not only due to a
variety of flavors and local touches, but because the entire atmosphere, the sense of place, is
enchanting and unforgettable.

UNITED KINGDOM

Fish and chips are one of the great British food traditions.

Original Travel UK: Aberdeen Angus Beef, Afternoon Tea and
The Best Lobster Roll in Scotland
The past decade has brought a fresh perspective to the UK’s gastro game. London especially, is
now rightfully seen as one of the dining capitals of the world. With too many wonderful
restaurants to count, the Original Travel UK team is more than happy to suggest the best places
near one’s hotel or when out and about, whether looking for an insta-ready hot chocolate or
vegan mezze board. Here are a few of my own "Favorite London Restaurants."
Original Travel UK also provide clients with London, Edinburgh or Dublin dossiers, which
suggests favorite city restaurants. For 2018, they feel British dishes with a seasonal twist are
most popular such as Lyle’s, Spring, Neo Bistro and The Petersham Nurseries. Insider tip:
Letitia Dunlop's luxury concierge background means she knows all the right people if your VIP
clients need the best table at the hottest restaurant in town.
In London there are wonderful afternoon tea options, including Fortnum & Mason’s and The
Goring. Original Travel UK can even arrange for a wonderful tutor who owns a renowned
finishing school and can join an afternoon tea experience for an etiquette class, sharing all about
the rich social history, quirks and correct etiquette behind this favorite British pastime. For kidfriendly teas they highly recommend Charlie & the Chocolate Factory tea at One Aldwych,
Prêt-à-Portea at The Berkeley for mini-fashionistas or the Science Tea at The Ampersand.
Across the English countryside, there are many delightful places to enjoy soaking up the
beautiful views and slower pace of life. The Cotswolds is filled with gastro pubs galore –
perfect for stopping in after a mooch around the mellowed streets. Favorites include The
Kingham Plough and The Wild Rabbit. If you are holidaying in Cornwall, make like the locals
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and ensure you pick up fish and chips and eat them on the beach for an authentic taste of
Britain. Rick Stein's Café in Padstow wins over OTUK staffers’ taste tests.
Not to be missed in England are two Rebecca Recommends clients whose restaurants have been
awarded Michelin stars. The Goring in London highlights the best in British food in The Dining
Room. In Surrey, The Tudor Room's head chef "Dougie" Balish is able to harvest aubergines,
beetroot, lettuce, tomatoes, squash, onion, courgettes, fennel and more from Great Fosters' own
kitchen garden.
Scotland’s West Coast is rich in seasonal produce – their Aberdeen Angus Beef, local cheeses
and even raspberries are second to none – and their seafood is so fresh and plump that the
majority is exported to Spain! There are a host of Michelin-starred options, especially in
Edinburgh. Top choices include Number One, The Kitchin and 21212.
However, Original Travel UK foodies say that the best meal they’ve ever eaten in the country
was a freshly caught lobster roll served from an oyster shack on the Isle of Skye with incredible
views and friendly locals. Their local driver-guides can share this off-the-beaten-track location
before taking your clients for a lovely hike to walk off their lunch.
Ireland is a seriously foodie destination, the County of Cork being the most well-known for its
gastro delights. Across the country are delicious delis filled with fresh, seasonal ingredients,
lovely restaurants and foraging opportunities. Check out Original Travel UK’s Family Foodie
Itinerary for some more ideas of farmers’ markets, cookery schools and the best places to enjoy
delicious Irish fare across the country.

FRANCE

Découvertes can arrange cooking classes, chocolate tours, croissant classes, and other exceptional
experiences. Photo: iStock.

Découvertes: Creative Culinary Choices for Foodies in France
France is a country well known for its gastronomy, with a vast culinary heritage. In fact, French
gastronomic food was given UNESCO humanity heritage status in 2010. France is truly the
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cradle of gastronomy, and all dedicated foodies undertake a pilgrimage at least once in their
lifetime. You may find inspiration in Découvertes' comprehensive dining booklet for restaurant
suggestions and foodie explorations throughout the country.
Of course, it’s beyond difficult to recommend only one restaurant, and yet our friends
at Découvertes can’t stop raving about the restaurant of Guy Savoy in Paris, as it has been
recently ranked “best in the world” for the second consecutive year by the annual La Liste
ranking. Within several distinctive dining room settings, food lovers are treated to pot-au-feu of
giant oysters, filet of veal with its sweetbread and spring vegetables, artichoke soup with black
truffle and millefeuille “à la minute,” among other delicacies. Here are more interesting spots in
Paris, from my own Travel Notebook.
France also offers exceptional food experiences such as food and market tours, and cooking
classes, a special way to indulge your client’s passion for French cuisine. Découvertes can help
you organize amazing experiences like macaroon-cooking classes, croissant classes in a bakery,
as well as chocolate tours, wine and cheese tastings, and other experiences in Paris, Provence,
Bordeaux, Riviera, Normandy, Champagne, Lyon and beyond.

NEW ZEALAND

The Farmer's Market in Wanaka is a favorite stop for foodies. Photo: Nadine Cagney.

Southern Crossings New Zealand: Fine Dining & Kiwi Cuisine
New Zealand may be best known for its awe-inspiring landscapes, but its first-class produce and
superb restaurant culture add yet another reason to visit this paradise down under. Whether you
crave a celebratory degustation feast or a chic brunch in the city, Southern Crossings is on the
pulse of the best culinary experiences in New Zealand.
Just an hour north of Auckland, the quaint country village of Matakana is a fantastic day trip for
wine and food lovers. Start at the famous Farmer’s Market, where you can sample the best in
local produce, from artisan sausages to whitebait fritters (a Kiwi favorite). The region’s newest
restaurant is Rothko, where head chef Jarrod McGregor crafts a stunning menu from the fresh
flavors of the region and the season. Rothko is set on the grounds of the Sculptureum, where
you can wander the gardens and view an incredible array of artwork. It also has its own
vineyard, and it has produced international award-winning wines.
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Auckland city has been on a culinary surge in recent years, with hip new dining precincts such
as Britomart, CityWorks Depot and Federal Street raising the bar. Odette’s Eatery at CityWorks
Depot is a firm favorite, thanks to its inventive menu and stylish decor. Pop by for brunch and
try pineapple bircher muesli or braised lamb savory crepe. The same talented team has also just
opened Hugo’s Bistro, immediately winning a top food award. It’s a buzzing spot in the late
afternoon - “Aperativo Hour.” Don’t miss the antipasto with kumara crisps (a New Zealand
sweet potato) along with Martinborough pinot noir.
In the capital of Wellington, you’ll savor the menu at Shepherd, which specializes in fresh,
ethically sourced ingredients and makes the most of New Zealand’s exceptional livestock and
produce, from venison to Cloudy Bay clams. It’s a new gem tucked away in the city’s trendy
laneways.
Finally, in Queenstown, relax after a day on the slopes or the golf course in the cozy, club-like
atmosphere of the Rodd & Gunn Lodge Bar. Admire the view of Lake Wakatipu as you enjoy
New Zealand’s finest wines and a huge selection of its local seafood (crayfish, tua tua, paua and
more).

AUSTRALIA

d’Arenberg Cube offers degustation dining that challenges conventions in South Australia’s McLaren Vale Wine
Country. Photo: Stuart Rigg.

Southern Crossings Australia: Top Picks for Hottest New Dining Spots
There are literally dozens of great new restaurants in Australia that one could rave about: Matt
Moran’s Bea, the latest addition to Sydney’s new Barangaroo waterfront dining precinct; Chin
Chin, the buzzy Southeast Asian-inspired Melbourne dining sensation that has opened in
Sydney; and the fabulous new Saint Peters seafood restaurant in Paddington (Australian Good
Food Guide’s Best New Restaurant of the Year 2018). (Here are my own favorite "Dining Gems
in Sydney".) Then there’s Kisume in Melbourne and the opening of the Agrarian Kitchen
Cooking School’s eatery just outside of Hobart.
But Southern Crossings would like to call special attention to a few others, including
d’Arenberg Cube, a five-story glass-walled structure that appears to float above the vines in
South Australia’s McLaren Vale Wine Country. The restaurant offers regionally and seasonally
focused degustation dining (and décor) that challenges conventions, along with amazing
http://www.icontact-archive.com/f3psQwNUMAqw7xFhsaic4AiVjdhRotM4?w=3
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vineyard views. Allow time to also enjoy the multi-sensory wine-tasting experiences and
immersive art exhibits also housed in the cube.
Fred’s in Paddington, Sydney, is a warm and intimate bistro-style restaurant and has been
popular with locals since its doors opened under the ever-so-talented Californian chef Danielle
Alvarez (of Chez Panisse in Berkeley) in late 2016. Diners enjoy a daily-changing menu of
ethically produced seasonal fare prepared at the open kitchen table in the heart of the dining
room. Fred’s is now also open for brunch on Saturday mornings – the perfect spot to start your
visit to Sydney’s colorful Paddington Markets.
Just an hour from Melbourne, the Mornington Peninsula has long been known to locals as a
playground for lovers of all things decadent: great food, fine wines, world-class golf, pampering
day spas and beautiful coastline, but the region has recently come of age and onto visitors’
radars with the opening of some fabulous new places to eat, sleep and play.
Surrounded by its own vineyards, Jackalope is one of Australia’s hippest new hotels, where
guests may enjoy delicious dégustation dining at Doot Doot Doot. Those who venture beyond
the property gates will find many equally appealing eateries including Montalto, serving
seasonal local and estate-grown produce from a wood-fired grill; Port Philip Estate, where
innovative dishes such as Kangaroo Tartare, fire-roasted Dory and Great Ocean Road Duck
Sausage Rolls are served with sweeping vineyard and coastal views; and the recently opened,
much-raved-about Pt. Leo Estate, bringing together winery, restaurant and art, with an on-site
sculpture park showcasing more than 50 large-scale works by local and international artists.

INDIA

Here I am at The Bombay Canteen, one of Chef Floyd Cardoz' restaurants, while honeymooning in India. Chef
Cardoz has restaurants in both Mumbai and New York City. Photo: Charlie Williams.

Ventours: Goan Gourmet and Vegetarian in Varanasi
In Mumbai, The Bombay Canteen has now opened a sister joint called O Pedro,which serves up
delicious Goan cuisine. (Floyd Cardoz, the chef behind both ventures, has also reopened
Pavwalla New York in its new avatar – Bombay Bread Bar.) Ventours always recommends alltime favorite, Trishna, located within the heritage section of the city. The restaurant is noted for
its seafood and prepares authentic recipes from the west coast of India, as I discovered
while "Munching in Mumbai."
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Jodhpur is home to the delightful Khaas Bagh, while one can find authentic vegetarian thali at
Shree Shivay in Varanasi. Ventours offers delightful market walks, a tasty way to get to know
the origins of your local meals. The Bengali Tola walk follows the old city’s residential areas
and into small shops catering to locals. Along the North Bazaar walk, guests visit interesting
wholesale markets and try such local delicacies as paan, a very popular beetle leaf people chew
in India, and continue on to the Dal mandi market, with its vast supply of trinkets and treasures.

AFRICA

The Talisman in Nairobi has its own organic garden and serves a wide variety of foods, including classics like
steak and sushi. Photo: Sasithon Poorviyakul.

Africa House Safaris: The Finest Tables in Kenya
Our friends at Africa House Safaris suggest the highly touted Talisman Restaurant in the Karen
area, a popular spot for locals and tourists alike. The Talisman has been featured in the New
York Times, “Things to Do in Nairobi in 36 Hours” and has received various awards since its
opening in 2003.
Seasonal menu items are original and based on the top-quality produce the chef receives –
perhaps a shipment of fresh tuna from the coast, tender calf liver from a local butcher or the
many fruits and vegetables of the restaurant’s own organic garden.
Beyond Talisman, other suggestions include Tamarind Restaurant and Dhow in Mombasa,
the Tamambo Restaurant in Karen and the Carnivore Restaurant, convenient to Wilson airport –
all are favorites of locals, expats and tourists.
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